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Abstract
An existing implicit 3-D Eulercode for the calculation of the flow field around a helicopter
rotor in hover has been extended for calculations of a rotor in forward flight. Comparisons of
the solutions with measurements for nonlifting testcases were carried out and demonstrated
good agreement. Calculations were also done for lifting forward flight with pitching, lagging
and flapping. Special attention was given to 'wake capturing', the proper conservation of the
wake and tip vortex structure. In addition, the method is able to calculate the impulsive noise
characteristics of the main rotor.
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I.

Introduction

The calculation· of a flow field around a helicopter demands high standards on the numerical
method, which is due to the combined presence of complex flow phenomena. The optimum
program which satisfies every requirement is beyond current computer capacities. However, it
is possible to gain meaningful results with methods that can be developed for existing high
speed computers.
The most significant component of a helicopter is the main rotor. Here the flow is
characterized by a wide velocity range which starts at a very low Mach number (and even
reversed flow) and goes up to the transonic speed range.
Viscous effects dominate the flow on the retreating blade, with its low velocities and high
angles of attack.
On the advancing blade transonic effects have the dominant influence. In high speed forward
flight strong shocks can appear near the blade tip, which generate a strong acoustic pattern and
emit the high-speed-impulsive noise.
The change of the velocity happens very rapid. The blade is exposed to extremal values during
a tenth of a second. This leads to intensive unsteady effects like hysteresis in the aerodynamic
coefficients, dynamic stall on the retreating blade and shock movement on the advancing blade.
These are intensified by the blade motion, in particular the pitch, flap and lag motion.
One major characteristic of helicopter aerodynamics is the wake. In contrast to fixed wing
configurations, it usually remains longer near the blades and can influence the flow field
drastically, especially at low or zero advance ratios. It interacts with the following blades, with
the fuselage and the tail rotor and has a significant influence on the acoustic behaviour, on
vibrations and on the performance of certain flight conditions.
External requirements lead to fuselage shapes which are not optimized for drag reduction.
Flow separation occurs, due to the complex configuration with engine inlets and outlets, short
wings and external loads.
In addition the tailrotor complicates the flow field. Strong interactions with the main rotor and
the fuselage appear which have influence on vibrations and noise.
The industry is highly interested in predicting the complete flow field, the loads on rotor,
fuselage and tail rotor, the aeroelastic behaviour of the blades and the emission of noise. In
addition a tool for an efficient design of single components and complete configurations is
needed.
An optimum computer code has to fulfill many contradicting requirements. The complex
geometry demands advanced grid generation. The code must handle components with relative
motion. Important effects take place far away from the surfaces, this requires dense grids. The
method used must conserve the wake and pressure pulses over a long distance in order to
calculate the loads on the blade and the acoustic field correctly. The proper prediction of
transonic and viscous effects is essential. And above all the code has to be fast and flexible to
allow an economical conceptual design.
Because all these requirements can not be met at a time, we have to make some simplifications.
The geometry in the present stage is reduced to the main rotor. The extension to calculations
with the fuselage is currently in developement. We use an Euler code instead of a NavierStokes method, therefore we are limited to nonviscous flows. But the wake and the pressure
pulses are preserved over a wide range and transonic effects are well represented. The
advantage compared to a Navier-Stokes method is the lower requirement of computer
resources.
In the present stage we are able to calculate the following flight conditions: hover, non-lifting
forward flight, lifting forward flight with wake capturing but without arbitrary blade motion,
lifting forward flight with arbitrary blade motion but without wake capturing. In addition the
acoustic field can be predicted.
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2.

Baseline solution algorithm

Governing Equations :
In accordance with the flow field of the rotor, the compressible Euler equations are formulated
within a blade-attached kartesian coordinate system which rotates with the angular velocity ro
of the rotor. Thus the important centrifugal and Coriolis forces are considered. Hence, the
Euler equations can be written in a differential formulation with time dependent boundary
conditions
(1)

with the solution vector
<I>= D(p,pu,pv,pw,'gf

(2)

the spatial fluxes

E=

P[ U+ro(y~,- x~, )]
pu[ u +ro(y~,- x~, )] + p~,
pv[ U+ro(y~, - x~,)J + p~,
pw[ U+ro(y~,- x~, )] +p~,
e[ U+ro(y~, - x~, )] +pU-P~,

(3 a)

P[ V+ro(y'il, - xrj,)]
F=

pu[ V+ ro(y'il, - x'il,)] + prj,
pv[ V+ ro(y'il, -xi'\,)]+ pT\,

pw[ V+ro(yT\,- x1l,)] + pT\,
e[ V + ro(y1),- x11,)] + pV- P1i,

(3 b)

r[ W+ ro(yt- xt)]
G=

pu[ w + ro(y~,- x~)] + p~,
pv[ w + ro(y~,- x~)] + p~,
pw[ W + ro(yt - x~)] + P~,

e[w + ro(yt- x~)] + pW- p~
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(3 c)

and the right -hand-side vector K
0

v+y
K =pro. -u- x

(4)

0

uy-vx
The vector K contains terms of the differentiation within the kartesian coordinate system and
the centrifugal and Coriolis forces acting upon the control volumina due to the included
velocities
Further definitions
U=(u-u)~' +(v-v)~y +(w-w)~

(5 a)

v =(u- u)Ti, + (v- v)Ti, + (w - w)Ti,

(5 b)

w = (u -u)~, +(v- v)~ +(w- w)~

(5 c)

J.

and

u =u+roy

v=V-rox

e= e- pro(uy- vx)- pj2(wr)'

Numerical Solution Algorithm :
The original numerical algorithm of the procedure was developed by Eberle [ 1]. On the basis
of this method a completely new code was derived for the computation of the rotor flow field
by Kramer, Hertel and Wagner [2,3,4,5]. It is a Godunov type algorithm, which solves the 1-D
Riemann problem by an upwind scheme in each spatial direction in a grid conform coordinate
system. The code is third order accurate in space and is switched to first order at shocks.
Time Accurate. Implicit Algorithm :
For time accurate calculations it is impractical to use an explicit method due to the time step
restrictions. We have decided to implement an iterative relaxation scheme, namely the point
Gauss-Seidel relaxation algorithm [6, 7], which is first order acurate in time.
The time derivative in equation (I) is expanded by a Taylor series. The equation is transformed
to curvilinear coordinates and higher order terms are truncated. Hence, equation (I) becomes
q:,n+! _ cpn

- - - + E , +F +G, = K
~1:

'

'

'

(6)

In an implicit formulation, where the fluxes are evaluated at time level n+ I equation (6)
becomes

(7)
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The nonlinear flux vectors are expanded into a Taylor series with respect to time
. p·• = E" + ilE I" (<l>"·' - <l>") + o( t.1:' )+ ...

(8 a)

p·• = F" + ilF I" (<l>"·' - <l>") + o( t.1:' )+ ...

(8 b)

c"·' = c" + acl"
(<P"·' -<1>")+ o(M)+ ...
(lcp

(8

(lcp

(lcp

c)

Defining the Jacobian matrices
B"

= (lcp
aF I"
(9)

S"

= (JKI"
(Jcp

and the backward differencing of the solution vector
(10)

equation (7) leads to
( _I +A"+ B" + C" - S")t.<l>"'' = RHS
f.1:
'
"
'

(11)

with the right hand side
RHS=- [ <l>"

J

<l>" +E" +F" +0"- K
f>1:
'
"
'

(12)

Assuming that the spatial differences of the solution vector can be described by a linear
function built with the values of the neighbouring cells, one has to solve formally the linear
equation system
(13)

where A is a nxn matrix (number of grid cells x number of dependent variables). Equation (13)
is solved by the point Gauss-Seidel relaxation algorithm.
Boundary Conditions :
The tangency boundary condition is used at the blade surface. The fluxes through the blade
surface are equal to zero. At the far field a nonreflecting boundary condition was implemented.
A detailed description is given by Kramer [2].
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3.

Grid system

The requirement on grid generation for rotor aerodynamics are :
-the handling of complex bodies with relative motion which is the case of a complete
rotorcraft configuration.
-a relative simple grid generation if only the main rotor is computed.
-a grid point distribution on the blade surface that provides a good resolution of the
transonic effects.
-a dense grid even in regions far away from the blade, to cover the tip vortex and wake
structure.
-a far field boundary that is some rotor lengths away in order to prevent influences from the
far field on the blade.
-a grid structure that take into account the rotating reference system.
-Considering a multi-bladed rotor it is not necessary to discretisize the whole rotor. A
symmetric plane allows a computation with one rotor blade. With this method it is not
possible to include arbitary blade motion with a stiff mesh.
The calculations presented in this paper are performed with an 0-0 type grid. It has the
following structure :

figure I 0-0 type grid

The grid parameter of the calculated test cases [8,9,10,11] are shown in Table I.
Testcase
NASA model rotor
Bell UH-1 rotor

i-planes
128
128

number of
j-planes k-planes
25
35
47
26
Table I
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number
of cells
104.448
147.200

x-max

y-max

z-max

15.0
36.0

15.0
36.0

12.0
15.0

4.

Numerical results and verification

Computations are performed for the two bladed NASA model helicopter rotor and the'Bell
UH-1 rotor [8,9, 10,11]. Table 2 shows the parameter of these rotors.
profile

Testcase
NASA model rotor
Bell UH -1 rotor

aspect ratio

NACA0012
NACA0012

begin of blade at
1.00 x chord
1.34 x chord

6.00
13.78
Table 2

etip

twist Ov

oo

oo

10

-11.11°

4.1. Nonlifting Forward Flight
In this chapter the flow field results around the NASA model are presented and compared with
experimental results of Caradonna, Laub and Tung [9). The test case has a tip Mach number
Matip=0.8, an advance ratio !J.=0.2 and a collective pitch angle 0c=0°.
The time step choosen for the calculations was equivalent to t.\)1=0.3125° of rotor revolution.
A calculation for the whole rotor half-plane from \)1=0° to ljl= 180° requires approximately 8 h
of CPU time on a Cray 2. It should be noted that only a small amount of investigations were
made to increase the convergence rate of the code.
In figure 2 one can see the pressure coefficients on a radius station of r/R=0.89. Our results
show good agreement with experimental data.
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figure 2 Comparison of computed results with experimental data
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In figure 3 the time history of -cp at the same radial station is presented. With this way of
presentation the shock movement can be observed.

ltime history of -cP I
at the radial station of r/R=0.89

-cp

X
figure 3 Time history of -cp

4.2. Arbitrary Blade Motion
In this chapter some results of calculations with arbitrary blade motion are presented. As
mentioned above it is not yet possible to combine arbitrary blade motion with wake capturing.
Therefore the influence of the preceding blade is not included.
As a reference, figure 4 shows the results of the run CASE 1 with a constant collective pitch
angle 8c=3°. The tip Mach number was Matip=0.8 and the advance ratio Jl=0.2.
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figure 4 CASE I

In figure 5 the results of a calculation with a cyclic pitch angle are shown (CASE 2). The
equation for the pitch angle was :
(see also figure 7)
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In figure 6 results are shown where a flap angle was added (CASE 3). The equation for this
angle was
~ = 6°- 6°·COS\j/- 2°·sin\j/
(see also figure 7)
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figure 6 CASE 3

To find the limits of the method, we computed an extreme test case (CASE 4) with the
following blade motions (see also figure 7) :
cyclic pitch
8 3°- 2°·Sin\j/
flap angle
~ = 12°- 18°·COS\j/- 3°·Sin\j/
lag angle
1; =- 4°·COS\j/ + 3°·Sin\j/
Even with these extremal angles no numerical problems occured and the results were physically
correct.

=

Figure 7 shows the pitch, flap and lag angles for the different testcases.
·-------·--------·----·----·

Case 2 and 3

,-------·-·------------·--·-···--·------

Ia,~!
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4.3. Wake Capturing
An important requirement for proper simulation of the helicopter rotor flow is the conservation
of the rotor wake. If this demand is not fulfilled an external wake model must be included [ 12].
For steady calculations we demonstrated that our method is able to conserve the wake
correctly [2,3,4,5]. 'Wake capturing' requires a method with the following characteristics. First,
the computational domain must be closed. This is fulfilled with a symmetrical plane, where the
outgoing flow of one half-plane becomes the incoming flow of the other. For forward flight
calculations this leads to the demand of storing the transfer values for each time step. This
requires huge storage capacities. Second, the physical domain must be large enough to prevent
any kind of limitation in the vortex/wake movement due to far field boundary influences.
A comparison of calculations with and without wake influence of the foregoing blade is carried
out in figure 8. The z-coordinate is the difference of the pressure coefficients. For \j/=30° the
blade is completely covered in the wake of the foregoing blade. At \j/=50° the tip begins to
leave the wake. From \j/=70° to \j/=130° the blade escapes completely. One can observe that
the difference increases near the root. This effect results from the changing angle between the
blade and the tip vortex.
Influence of the Wake on the Following Blade
z-coordinate : difference between calculation
with and without wake

figure 8 Influence of the wake on the following blade

In figure 9 the wake is visualized for different rotor positions. The value that indicates the
wake is the total pressure loss. The relative position between the blade and the wake is clearly
presented.
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figure 9 Wake structure
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5.

Outlook

Further research will deal- with arbitrary blade motion combined with wake capturing. Two
different approaches will be examined.
First the conventional way, generating a new grid at every time step. Problems occuring with
this methods are : The cell volume must be included in the governing equations, the time
consumption increases drastically and the blade motion will be limited, due to grid twisting.
A second approach, which is more promising, is the utilization of overlaid embedded grids.
This technique has proven its capabilities for steady rotor calculations [ 13]. Application of this
technique to unsteady calculations are currently under developement [ 14]. The results are very
promising. We have the intention to calculate a complete rotorcraft configurations with the
main rotor, the fuselage, external loads and the tail rotor in the future.
First calculations are performed to gain acoustic data with our program. The preliminary
results are excellent. In the figures 10 and 11 the acoustic data of a Bell UH-1 rotor are
presented. Figure 10 shows the time history of pressure pulses at certain positions relative to
the blade .
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Figure 11 shows the directivities of the high speed impulsive noise.
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To improve the numerical simulation of the helicopter flow field the coupling of different
methods like free-wake methods, field-panel methods, Euler methods and Navier-Stokes
methods will be investigated.
Our final goal is a complete and flexible program system for the determination of the helicopter
aerodynamics, aeroacoustics and aeroelastics behaviour.
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